
About that special offer…just
how special is it?
Many businesses use special offers to try to lure customers in
or to retain existing customers. Whether it is a discount for
new customers, a gift with purchase or buy-one-get-one free,
special offers are all over. The question is are these offers
working  for  the  business  AND  are  they  working  for  the
customer?
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I have been going to a massage clinic for a while, and through
the years, its rates have climbed steadily, which makes it
harder to get massages regularly. The clinic started offering
a deal to holders of a local rewards card, which you buy for
$25  and  which  provides  a  variety  of  discounts  with  local
businesses.  The  deal  was  that  you  would  get  a  75-minute
massage for the price of a 60-minute massage, or 15 minutes
free. There is very little cost to the clinic for this deal,
and the value is only about $15.
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Since I was booking a 60-minute massage anyway, why not get an
extra 15 minutes, right? I  did so back in February, and then
I booked it again for this week. Well, I got an email back
from the massage therapist telling me the deal had expired and
that she would be happy to give me a 75-minute massage for the
regular price.  Needless to say, I was not happy. I wrote back
that it was disappointing that they would have this offer on
their  website  scheduler  and  then  not  honor  it.  Then,  the
clinic’s owner wrote me to tell me that no, the offer hadn’t
expired, it simply was valid for a ONE-TIME USE, and since I
had used it in February, I was no longer entitled to it. BUT,
because I was a “loyal” customer, she would pay the massage
therapist  the  difference  (words  designed  to  make  me  feel
guilty…but that is a subject for another post).

Nowhere on the clinic’s website does it say anything about the
offer  being  a  one-time  deal.  In  fact,  the  only  place
referencing  this  is  the  website  for  the  rewards  card  (in
fairly small print). Nobody else on the rewards program has a
one-time deal. It is all discounts for first time customers or
ongoing discounts such as a 10% discount at a dry cleaner’s
and so forth.

What we have here is a special offer that a) has no clear
purpose and b) does not have clear (and common) rules for
usage.   The  result  is  little  gain  to  the  business  and
disappointment  to  the  customer.

When deciding on a special offer, businesses need to do a bit
of strategic thinking and planning. Here are some guidelines
before you issue any type of special offer.

1) Have a clear marketing goal in mind. Are you training to
attract new customers? Are you trying to build loyalty? What
do you hope to accomplish with this offer?

2) Have a real offer (with real value).  A special offer
should  be  special,  that  is,  a  customer  should  be  getting



something that he or she really wants and that incentivizes
the customer with the goal in mind. That is, if you want a new
customer, then make it worthwhile for a new customer to try
your service or product (hint–10% off is usually not a great
offer for first-time users).

3) Have clear rules that are communicated to the customer
BEFORE he/she attempts to use your special offer.

4) Be prepared to honor your special offer. When you don’t
honor an offer you risk alienating the customer.

5) Have a way of tracking the offer. If your goal was to get
new customers, how many came because the offer? Have regular
customers  been  taking  advantage  of  the  offer  and  is  it
translating to an overall increase in sales?

Whatever  your  special  offer  is,  make  sure  it  really  is
special, both for your business and for your customer.

 

Special is special unless it
isn’t
I recently flew to Fort Lauderdale and back on US Airways. On
both flights, the flight attendants had a “special” offer for
us, a “specially selected flight.” The offer– only available
until April 30 (or the whole month of April, whichever way you
look at it) was to sign up for a credit card, and get bonus
miles. The rest was so complicated that the flight attendant
was  struggling  to  explain  what  it  was  and  how  it  worked
(something to the effect that if you spent x dollars then you
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could buy a free companion ticket to anywhere except where it
is not available).
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This was not a special offer.  It was a run of the mill sign
up today for our credit card so that we credit you 5000 miles
for the trip. This is not different from any of the airline
credit cards or even the points credit cards out there.

This was not unique to our flight. The flight attendants made
the same pitch twice. And the guy next to me had heard it on
another flight.

Moral of the story: Don’t say something is special if it is
not. Most people are savvy enough to know when something is
really special and when it is not. Also, don’t repeat your
special offer by saying it is only available to a select few
when you’ve already offered it to many many others.
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